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Overview

• Merger between Ineos Group and Kerling ASA

• Product market is Standard PVC

• Main issue: relevant geographic market
• EEA scope appears plausible for most countries
• Potential exceptions are areas that isolated geographically: 

Norway, Sweden, U.K.

• In the U.K. the merging parties are the only domestic
producers

• They have a market share of 66%.
• The rest comes from importers



Commission’s “three step approach”

• Step 1. Compute critical loss

• Step 2. Computate actual loss, by estimating an
inverse residual demand equation

• Step 3. Estimate customer and competitor
responses to

• an outage in 2004
• exchange rate shock in 2002/2003



Three questions
• Should the residual demand results be taken 

more seriously that the Commission does?

• Should the natural experiments approach be
taken less seriously?

• Is it justified to use the current market share of 
importers to say something about the potential
for import competition?



Step 1. Critical loss

• Break-even vs. profit-maximizing critical loss
• Two alternative measures of variable margins
• 5% vs. 10% price increase
• Linear demand assumption

� Given current margins, a 10% price increase
would be unprofitable if sales drop by [10-20]%.



Step 2. Actual loss
• Estimate inverse residual demand equation

ln(p1)=a + b1*ln(q1) + b2*ln(q2)
+ demand shifters + cost shifters

So b1+b2 measures the effect of a % joint output increase by the 
merging firms on the price of firm 1.

• Commission’s conclusions
- “Estimates are not very significant”…
- “Therefore econometric estimation was not reliable for conducting

the profitability test”

But:
- In other cases insignificant estimates have been used to draw 

strong conclusions!
- Cfr. BP/Arco merger, analysed by Hayes, Shapiro and Town



Comparison with BP/Arco merger analysis

• 1999 acquisition of ARCO by BP

• Hayes, Shapiro and Town, 2007, Market definition in crude oil: Estimating
the effects of the BP/ARCO merger, The Antitrust Bulletin, 52(2), 179-
204.

- They estimate inverse residual demand for ANS crude oil on US West Coast.

- They also find insignificant quantity effect. They conclude:
• The inverse demand curve is flat
• Price increase would lead to large sales losses and be unprofitable.
• Market definition therefore must be larger

• Should we follow Commission’s reasoning or Hayes, Shapiro and Town?



Insignificant estimates in inverse demand equations
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Data are informative:
demand is truely very elastic

OLS will give you a very small, 
but significant estimate

Data are uninformative:
demand may also be inelastic

OLS will give you insignificant 
estimate



Conclusions on Commission’s
residual demand estimation

• One should not with statistical confidence conclude
that the market is broad, as Hayes, Shapiro and 
Town did.

• It is better to be cautious and conclude the results
are uninformative, as the Commission did.

• Nevertheless, more work could be done to assess
whether data are informative:
- Look at significance of the results from a more 

parsimonious specification (e.g. exclude the outage
dummy)

- Look at results at more disaggregate level (transaction
prices)



Step 3. Natural experiment: effect of outage

• Outage by Ineos’ plant led to substantial volume 
drop of 10% for Ineos

• The lost volume:
• Was mostly captured by the importers rather than by Kerling
• Did not lead to a margin increase for Kerling.

� Commission concludes that importers form important 
constraint.



Relationship between residual demand and 
natural experiment approach

• Economic logic is the same:

- Determine whether demand is elastic (flat inverse demand curve)

• Main difference:

- In residual demand estimation, output variation may not be due to 
“exogenous” shock. But: can be solved through instruments.

- In natural experiment approach, output variation comes from an
“exogenous” outage shock. But, there is essentially only one such event

• Conclusion:

- Step 3 is not necessarily superior to Step 2.
- Step 3 is really a robustness check, with strengths and weaknesses, but

with the same logic



Level of imports as indication of 
geographic market

EC Decision, p. 27

• “The level of imports to the U.K. made by Continental
suppliers other than the parties has been consistently
strong over the last five years, ranging from [30-40]% to 
[35-45]%.

• “This is in itself an indication of a market which is wider
than the U.K. only.



How relevant is the level of imports?

• Alberto Salvo, 2008, The tip of the iceberg: actual trade
flows understate the extent of globalization, mimeo, 
Northwestern University

• For the Brazilian cement market, he finds:

- Important competition is almost zero
- Nevertheless, latent imports provide an entry threat which effectly

sets a price ceiling to domestic firms

• Conclusion:
- Be cautious in using the level of imports as an indication that there

is a lot of potential competition


